Cells possess remarkable control of the folding and entanglement topology of very long and flexible chromosomal DNA molecules. It is thought that structural maintenance of chromosome (SMC) protein complexes play a crucial role in this, by organizing long DNAs into series of loops.
I. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental problem faced by all living cells is dealing with the fantastic length of their chromosomal DNAs -millimeters in bacteria, and centimeters to meters in many eukaryote cells. Given the ≈ 300 base pair (bp) statistical segment length of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), the ≈ 5 × 10 6 bp chromosomes of bacteria and the ≈ 10 8 bp chromosomes of mammalian cells are in the realm of extremely long and flexible polymers. Left to their own devices, the multiple chromosomal DNAs of these lengths found in bacteria and in eukaryote cell nuclei should become highly entangled with one another [1] [2] [3] . However, cells are actually able to completely separate their chromosomal DNAs from one another, and to keep them from being entangled with one another.
Two enzymatic machines are believed to play an essential role in the topological simplification of chromosomal DNAs in vivo. The first are type II topoisomerases (topos), which are enzymes which pass one dsDNA through a catalytically generated break in a second dsDNA [4] . Following strand passage, type II topos reseal the dsDNA break and then release the DNA strands, effecting a change of crossing sign that is essential to changing knotting or linking topology [5] (Fig. 1a) . The key enzyme of this type in bacteria is called topo IV, while in eukaryote cells it is topo IIα. Type II topos are ATPases, and use stored energy to complete their reaction cycle. Although type II topos are known to have the capacity to channel energy released by use of ATP into simplification of entanglement topology of DNAs to levels below that expected in thermal equilibrium [6] [7] [8] , this effect is insufficient by itself to eliminate entanglement of whole chromosomes in cells.
A second class of enzymatic machine which appears essential to topological simplification of whole chromosomes are Structural Maintenance of Chromosome (SMC) complexes, which are also ATP-consuming molecular machines (Fig. 1b ) [9] [10] [11] [12] . SMC complexes are based on ≈50-nanometer (nm) long coiled-coil protein domains and can close into ring-shaped structures ( Fig. 2 ). An array of experimental data point to the capacity of SMC complexes to translocate along DNA in a directed fashion, as well as to mediate DNA 'loop extrusion' processes, whereby an initially small DNA loop is increased in size processively. SMC complexes are thought to be involved in a number of DNA-organizing processes, including tethering of the two halves of bacterial chromosomes together [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , DNA-sequence-nonspecific compaction of chromosomes via crowding of a series of loops together [3, 18, 19] , and also the bringing together of specific signal sequences spaced by distances of 10 5 to 10 6 bp along DNA molecules in specific orientations [20, 21] . Recent single-molecule experiments on yeast condensin have directly observed translocation [22] and loop-extrusion [23] functions.
At their core, these functions involve organization of long dsDNAs into series of loop structures, and plausibly facilitate detection of DNA connectivity and control of DNA topology in a way that appears impossible without a directed translocation-based mechanism. Impressively, SMC complexes appear to be an ancient class of enzymes, with structurally similar complexes occuring in all kingdoms of life. Key SMC complexes under current study include the bsSMC complex in the bacterium Bacillus subtilus, the MukBEF complex found in the bacterium E. coli, and the condensin, cohesin and SMC5/6 complexes found in eukaryote cells.
A major puzzle regarding SMC complexes has been exactly how they are able to translocate and loop-extrude DNA contour, given that they are structurally unrelated to known DNA-based protein machines, e.g., RNA polymerase, DNA polymerase and DNA helicases.
However, recent structural and enzymatic analyses of the bsSMC complex has led to a model whereby small (≈ 600 bp) loops of DNA are captured and incorporated together to gradually extrude loops [24] . Here, we analyze this model from a quantitative theoretical biophysics point of view.
In Section II we begin by describing the sequence of conformational states thought to occur for bsSMC during its ATP binding, hydrolysis, and product release cycle, and then we describe how DNA conformational changes can be coupled to these protein conformational states so as to accomplish translocation of a SMC along a dsDNA molecule. An essential ingredient of the model is the capture of thermally generated DNA loops, which leads to a strong dependence of the translocation rate on tension in the dsDNA 'track', illustrating its uniqueness as a molecular motor system where the flexibiity and deformation of the motor track plays an essential role. Our model is sufficiently physically based that we can make predictions about the transition rates between the different SMC/DNA states and therefore the cycling and translocation dynamics of the SMC/DNA combination.
In Section III we describe a few plausible schemes whereby DNA loops could be extruded by SMC complexes: in one, two SMC translocators are coupled together, but in the others we show how a single SMC complex may be able to generate processive DNA loop extrusion.
Finally, in the Discussion section we review the key results of the paper, and predictions of the model for specific experiments.
II. MODEL FOR SMC TRANSLOCATION ALONG DNA
While we will focus on the specific case of bsSMC (where there is at present the best structural understanding), the model we now construct will be general enough to be applicable to all SMC complexes. Fig. 2 shows the generic 'body plan' of SMC complexes: they consist of long coil-colied proteins (called SMC proteins) which dimerize at one end at 'hinge' domains, and which have 'head' domains at their other ends which bind and hydrolyse ATP.
The two heads are able to bind together when they bind ATP, and ATP hydrolysis releases this binding.
All SMC complexes also contain an additional protein, often called a 'kleisin' subunit, which bridges the two heads using two distinct interfaces thus breaking the symmetry of the SMC dimer (the two SMC proteins are a homodimer in the bacterial case, and a highly symmetric heterodimer in the eukaryote case). Various species of SMC have additional subunits which likely play key roles in DNA targeting and regulation of the complex, but for this paper we will focus on the interplay between the hinge-coiled-coil-head SMC proteins and the bridging protein.
A. Structural states of SMC complexes SMC complexes can be found in three distinct nucleotide-binding states, either the 'apo' state with no ATP bound, the ATP-bound state, or the ADP-bound state [24] . In vivo, ATP concentration is essentially held fixed, which indicates that these three states define a chemical reaction cycle: the apo state (Fig. 3a) will bind free ATPs (Fig. 3b) , then hydrolyse them (Fig. 3c) , and then release the hydrolysis products to return to the apo state (Fig.   3a) . While there may be additional states that a particular SMC complex might be able to occupy, all SMC complexes are thought to go through this ATP binding/hydrolysis cycle in vivo.
For the case of bsSMC, it is established that these three ATP-binding states correspond to different structural states of the enzyme. In the apo state, the long coiled-coil arms of the bsSMC complex are stuck together. At the end of the coiled coils, the heads are also stuck together, and with the bridging protein define a single ring-like 'lower compartment' at the base of the complex (Fig. 3a) . Then, when ATP binds, there can be a conformational change in the complex which bows the two coiled-coil arms apart, opening a second 'upper compartment'. The protein 'wall' between the two compartments is held closed by the ATPs bound between the two 'head' subunits (Fig. 3b) ; in effect the ATPs act as 'molecular glue" which holds the two heads together while facilitating the opening of the upper compartment.
When the ATPs are hydrolysed the wall between the two compartments of the ATPbound state is opened, leading to their merging into one large compartment (Fig. 3c) .
Then, when the ADPs are released (the product of ATP hydrolysis), the two coiled-coils bind together, driving the top portion of the compartment closed, returning the complex to the apo state (Fig. 3a) .
In Fig. 3 , the (a) to (b) transition involves two distinct steps: nucleotide binding, followed by protein conformational change. We also note that under conditions where ATP and ADP are present at appreciable concentration, there will be competition for binding. Similarly, the transition from (b) to (c) also can be resolved into two successive steps of ATP hydrolysis followed by conformational change. In the next section we will take account of this finer picture of the dynamics of the complex; we will also consider all reverse steps, allowing a complete thermodynamic accounting of energy use by the reaction cycle.
B. Transition rates for DNA-SMC complex
Given this ATP/protein conformation cycle, we now couple DNA binding to it. There is a highly conserved DNA binding site at the bottom of the upper compartment (this site has been well-characterized in yeast Rad50 [25, 26] and in E. coli MukB). In addition, there is a strong non-covalent DNA-binding site at the top of the upper compartment (near the hinge domain) conserved across different SMC family members [24, 27, 28] .
In eukaryotes there are, in addition, DNA binding sites in what would correspond to the bsSMC lower compartment (in the 'wall' region) [29, 30] . A number of SMC complexes have been observed to be able to bind to DNA so as to trap small DNA loops, in the range from 70 nm to 200 nm in size (200 to 600 bp) [31] [32] [33] [34] , perhaps with DNA bound at two of these binding sites. In the bsSMC case we suppose that there is a mechanism for firmly holding DNA in the lower compartment: this might be an enthalpic interaction, or due to the small size of the lower compartment the interaction could be steric for the case of bsSMC.
0↔1: ATP binding and SMC head engagement.
We now construct the protein-DNA-nucleotide reaction cycle (Fig. 4a) , beginning with the 0 and 1 states. We hypothesize that in the apo state of the enzyme, a DNA molecule is encircled by the lower compartment (Fig. 4a , state 0-apo). Evidence has accumulated that SMC complex function involves entrapment of DNA in protein loops [35] [36] [37] [38] so it is plausible that DNA will be in the lower compartment in the apo state, either sterically held, or possibly bound non-covalently to a DNA binding site [39] . Note that in the apo state, the closed coiled-coils prevent binding of DNA to the hinge binding site. in the mM range, such as topo II [41] . We take the dissociation constant for an ATP binding site to be K d,0,ATP = k off,ATP /γ ATP = 0.2 mM. Available data indicates ATP binding affinity
If ADP is present, it can also bind and unbind at rates k on,ADP = γ ADP [ADP] and k off,ADP ; similar rates pertain for inorganic phosphate (Pi). In terms of these rates, the dissociation constant for ADP is K d,0,ADP = k off,ADP /γ ADP . This, and the corresponding affinity for phosphate, are likely less than those for ATP. The dashed box on the left of Fig. 4 is meant to include 16 states corresponding to each Walker A site being apo, or ATP-, ADP-or ADP+Pi-bound. The total probability of all these states is P 0 . We set
Nucleotide on-off rates near physiological concentrations (typically near 1 mM) will be rapid compared to the rates expected for condensin conformational change (Fig. 5 of [24] suggests that the conformational change is rate-limiting), allowing us to treat nucleotide binding in pre-equilibrium. Assuming independent binding of the two nucleotides, if it is given that one is in SMC state 0, the probability of the complex having two ATPs bound is
where
. The probability of having two ADPs and Pi's bound in state 0 has a similar form,
These two probabilities are involved in the two transitions leading out of state 0 in Fig. 4a .
We suppose that the transition rate from the rod-like to open-coil conformation, which involves engagement ("sticking") of the two ATP-charged heads together, is k eng . Here we take k eng = 2 s −1 , i.e. a conformational-change time on the order of 500 msec. We presume that the reverse head-opening rate k dis is slower: k dis = k eng e −βεeng . Here ε eng = 4k B T indicates the head engagement ("sticking") free energy, since the ratio of the forward to reverse engagement rates is related to the free energy difference between engaged and disengaged states through a Boltzmann factor. This sort of free energy accounting of reverse relative to forward rates will recur as we construct the reaction cycle.
1↔2: reversible DNA loop capture.
Once the upper compartment is open, the DNA binding site at the top of it is exposed, allowing a DNA loop to be captured (Fig. 4a, state 2) . Because of the left-right asymmetry of the protein complex (all SMC complexes possess this asymmetry), we can expect a loop to form 'from the left' (as shown) or 'from the right' with unequal rates (note that the DNA 'track' is unpolarized, so that the left-right symmetry-breaking of the SMC complex is essential to processive translocation). Here, we suppose the loop forming 'from the left'
to dominate, and we ignore 'looping from the right' (this could be included but will not essentially change the model).
The DNA loop formation of the transition from state 1 to state 2 is reversible, since state 2 is held together by non-covalent bonds and can be destabilized by tension in the DNA.
The forward rate k 1 requires a small loop of DNA to be formed, and as a result depends on the mechanics of DNA (its persistence length A = 50 nm, or perhaps the slightly shorter effective persistence length of nucleoid-associated-protein-coated DNA [43, 44] as found in a bacterial cell) and also on any tension f DNA that might be present in the DNA itself.
The most likely size of loop ℓ that will form at low values of f DNA < 0.1 piconewtons (pN) is comparable to the ℓ ≈ 200 nm which is the peak of the DNA cyclization J-factor distribution [45] . At larger forces, competition between force and bending will select a loop size of ℓ = Dk B T A/f DNA , where D is a numerical constant equal to about 14; the energy of this loop is ε loop = 2 √ k B T DAf [46] , which takes into account the mechanical work done against DNA tension f DNA .
A suitable (free) energy and associated loop size describing the loop including the lowforce limit is
where f 0 = 0.1 pN provides a sensible low-force limit roughly corresponding to zero-force cyclization. As force is increased, the optimal loop size decreases, and loop energy increases.
We take a fraction φ (0 < φ < 1) of the energy ε loop as the energy barrier for the forward
Here k is a thermal fluctuation rate for an object of d = 10 nm length, or k = k B T /(ηd 3 ); we take φ = 1/2.
We need to take into account the fact that if the most probable-sized loop considered above is too small (i.e., if the force is large), it will not be able to be captured by the SMC.
To include this effect we add a SMC loop-capture probability p = 1/(1 + e (ℓ 0 −ℓ)/δ ) with δ = 30 nm and ℓ 0 = 80 nm, to shut off the loop-capture rate when ℓ drops below the lower limit of loop size compatible with capture by the SMC, by more than δ:
Although simple, over a range of forces up to a few pN this model describes the barrier loop energy cost increase and loop size decrease as f DNA is increased, including the inability of the SMC to capture loops which are smaller than ℓ 0 . The numerical parameter D is determined by the loop bending geometry, so the precise details of the DNA conformation captured by an SMC complex can be modeled by varying the value of D, ℓ 0 and δ and φ.
The reverse rate can be supposed to occur as a result of thermal breaking of the uppercompartment DNA-SMC binding, i.e., k ′ 1 ∝ e −βε bind . This takes into account the binding energy of the SMC to the DNA loop, but we must also include the remainder of the loopformation free energy which now plays the role of a tension-dependence driving the DNA loop off the complex:
where ε bind is the energy of DNA-loop-binding; we take ε bind = 15k B T . The bending energy ensures that the ratio of the forward and reverse rates gives the Boltzmann factor describing the relative probabilities of states 1 and 2 (with ATP bound), corresponding to a free energy
2↔3: ATP hydrolysis, phosphate release, and loop release.
When the ATPs are hydrolysed, the two heads are released from one another, and the wall between the upper and lower compartments is opened. This requires two successive hydrolysis steps with two intermediates with one and two ADPs bound (2,ATP,ADP and 2,2ADP of Fig. 4a , respectively). We assume a rate of ATP hydrolysis of k hyd and a reverse rate of ATP synthesis of k syn .
We take the forward rate k hyd = 20 sec −1 [41] . Thermodynamics then dictates k syn via
where the K d,2,X refer to the binding affinities of species X to the SMC in protein state We hypothesize that ATP hydrolysis eliminates the assumed DNA binding capacity at the bottom of the upper compartment, with the result that the lower DNA loop will pop through the now-opened "gate" between the lower and upper compartments ( The rate of this process is given by k 3 = 10 sec −1 . We include a rate k ′ 3 for the reverse of this process, which we will set shortly using energy dissipation considerations.
C. Reduction to a four-state model
We can simplify the model to a four-state cycle corresponding to the four major conformational states in our model (Fig. 4b) . We take advantage of the rapid equilibration of nucleotide-binding states in SMC state 0 (Fig. 4a , large dashed box) and consider them together, with net probability P 0 . Given pre-equilibration of nucleotide binding, the transition from the block of 0 states to the 1 state is thus k 0 = p 0,2ATP k eng . Note that k 0 connects ATP concentration to forward cycling: k 0 increases linearly as [ATP] is increased from zero, and saturates at high [ATP] . The reverse transition is k
In steady state, we also can combine the transitions linking 2,2ATP to 3,2ADP (Fig. 4a) into a single transition by "integrating out" the 2,ATP,ADP and 2,2ADP states. This can be done by writing the steady-state balance equations for the four states, and then eliminating the probability of the 2,ATP,ADP and 2,2ADP states. The resulting rates are
One should keep in mind that there is probability associated with the now "hidden" 2,ATP,ADP and 2,2ADP states
and that P 2 = P 2,2ATP + P 2,ATP,ADP + P 2,2ADP . Derivations of these formulae are given in Supplementary Data.
D. Energy consumption during the reaction cycle
In the steady state of this model, the flux between each adjacent pair of states is equal, and we have the thermodynamic relation
This relation must hold since the energy dissipated during one cycle must correspond to the free energy released by hydrolysis of 2 ATPs. Eq. (9) indicates that the cycle will run "forward" (towards ATP hydrolysis) when ATP concentration is sufficiently high relative to ADP concentration, that the cycle will run backwards under conditions of sufficient excess ADP/phosphate, and that the cycle will cease when equilibrium is reached (concentrations equal to their equilibrium values). "Integrating out" the 2,ATP,ADP and 2,2ADP states does not alter the detailed balance relation (9) since k 2 /k
The thermodynamic constraint (9) sets the as-yet-undetermined rate k
This form of this reverse rate makes physical sense: the leading term selects only the subpopulation of state 0 with ADP and Pi bound for the transition in the direction of k ′ 3 , and the Boltzmann factor provides precisely the energy cost of opening the closed "hairpin" without the ATP-closed gate. The final terms take into count the free energy difference between cofactors bound to state 0 and state 2. An alternative derivation of (9) We can compute the steady-state probabilities P i of each of the states of Fig. 4b , and the steady-state cycling and DNA translocation rates. In steady state there must be equal flux into and out of each state, giving the set of equations (k
where the subscripts are considered modulo 4, and where state 2 represents the 2,2ATP state (as in Fig. 4b ). In addition we have the constraint that the total probability of all states sums to unity, or P 0 + P 1 + P 2,2ATP + P 2,ATP,ADP + P 2,2ADP + P 3 = 1 (recall that P 2,ATP,ADP and P 2,2ADP state probabilities are determined by Eq. 8).
This system of equations is analytically solvable, although rather lengthy and uninformative formulae are obtained. It can be shown that the flux (cycling rate k kcycle ) through the cycle (any of
, that nucleotides and phosphates must be perturbed from their equilibrium values for a cycle (nonequilibrium) to occur (see Supplementary Data). In any case the cycling rate is straightforward to compute from the exact equations (12).
B. Translocation rate
The cycling rate for the SMC-DNA complex k cycle is not yet the translocation rate. The forward velocity of the SMC along its DNA template is given by ℓk cycle , but if there is an load -a force impeding the SMC's progress along DNA of f load (Fig. 5a ) -one can expect some slippage of the SMC backwards along the DNA. Notably, for simple translocation, the load f load acts independently of the tension in the DNA template f DNA , so the slippage can be treated as a process which is essentially decoupled from the loop-capture-translocation.
The simplest model is one where there is slippage of the DNA from one of its binding sites at some point during the translocation cycle.
We suppose that such events are associated with a slipping length ∆ and that the barrier opposing these slip events is on the order of ε slip . A simple force-driven barrier-crossing model gives a reverse slipping velocity of
where the two terms describe random slip in the load force direction and against it; at f load = 0, slipping in either direction is equally (im)probable, giving v slip = 0. The constant ∆ is the range of deformation of the DNA-SMC bound state that is required to break their chemical contact, likely of nm dimensions; here we take ∆ = 2 nm. We take the slipping energy ε slip = 14k B T . Given this slip velocity, the net translocation velocity is
Since translocation velocity is observable in single-molecule SMC-DNA experiments, we now examine its behavior for reasonable choices of parameters. The solid line in Fig. 5b shows cation crucially depends on the rate k 1 , which is a product of the loop-formation Boltzmann factor and the loop capture probability p (Eq. 4). Fig. 5d shows how these two quantities vary with DNA tension for the same ATP and ADP concentrations; the probability for loop formation dramatically decreases (Fig. 5d, solid curve) , shutting off translocation. There is also a weaker suppression effect (Fig. 5d , gray dashed curve) generated by the decrease in loop size (Fig. 5c , gray dashed curve). Fig. 5e shows the (exact) evolution of the probabilities of the four states as DNA tension is increased (for the same ATP and ADP concentrations as in Fig. 5c-d) : at low tension, state 0 is highly probable due to the conformational change rate being rate limiting. Then, as force is increased, DNA loop capture becomes rate-limiting, resulting in a decrease of P 0 and an increase of P 1 . For the parameters used here, the probabilities of P 2 and P 3 are similar; they start at 5 to 10% at low force and then are both pushed to zero when the tension in the DNA becomes large enough to stall the motor and force strong occupation of state 1.
Finally, Fig. 5f shows the translocation velocity as a function of load force, which eventually not only slows the SMC translocation velocity but can reverse it, pushing the enzyme back by inducing a high rate of slipping events.
We note that a key prediction of the model follows from Fig. 5c ; the force cutoff of translocation with DNA tension should be adjustable by changing SMC complex size. It may be possible to adjust the cutoff l 0 (or perhaps the DNA loop-shape dependent constant D) by changing the length of the SMC coiled-coils, with longer coils leading to a cutoff of translocation at lower forces, and with shorter coils leading to a cutoff at higher forces.
In Supplementary Data we include additional data for the extrusion velocity ignoring slippage, showing dependence on ATP/ADP ratio ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ), total nucleotide concentration ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ), versus force for varied total nucleotide concentration ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ), and for varied phosphate dissociation constants ( Supplementary   Fig. 4 ). We also include data for the probabilities of the four states as a function of ATP/ADP ratio ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ) and DNA tension ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ).
C. Approximation of small reverse rates and rapid head opening: Michaelis-
Menten-like behavior
In an experimentally-relevant limit, the complete model of Fig. 4) . The balance between these forward and reverse transitions can be changed using DNA tension, making this step crucial to controlling the cycling rate. In fact, eliminating all of the reverse steps except k ′ 1 leads to nearly identical results to the model with all reverse steps, and also allows a simple analysis of the model's behavior.
We can also make the approximation that little time is spent in the 2,ADP,ADP and 2,2ADP states relative to the 2,2ATP state, which results from the head opening rate (k open ) being fast compared to the ATP hydrolysis rate (k hyd ). Given the relatively slow rate of ATP hydrolysis, this is likely, and allows the further approximation that P 2 ≈ P 2,ATP ; in our approximate treatment we take P 2 = P 2,ATP .
Given these approximations (P 2 = P 2,ATP , all reverse rates set to zero except k ′ 1 , see Supplementary Data) the cycling rate is
where B = 1/k 2 + 1/k 3 and C = 1 + k ′ 1 /k 2 are used to write the simplified final expression. We note that k 0 and k 1 are easily related to experimental control parameters; k 0 is controlled by ATP concentration, and k 1 is controlled by the tension in the DNA (f DNA ).
The cycling rate has a Michaelis-Menten form with respect to k 0 : for low k 0 (achieved for sufficiently low ATP concentration), the cycling rate approaches k 0 , but for sufficiently large k 0 , the cycling rate saturates at k cycle,max → 1/(B + C/k 1 ), reflecting that transitions other than 0→1 are rate-limiting for the reaction cycle when k 0 is sufficiently large (i.e.,
For fixed k 0 (ATP concentration) the behavior of k cycle with f DNA (via k 1 ) is interesting.
As the tension is increased above f 0 ≈ 0.1 pN, k 1 starts to drop, and eventually k 1 will become rate-limiting, with
. We note that this effect, of tension in the template (f DNA ) controlling the rate of motion of a motor, is rather unusual.
We also note that f DNA is not, strictly speaking, a load on the motor; instead it is controlling one of the forward reaction steps rather than driving a reverse step. Interestingly, f DNA can slow SMC translocation down (essentially stopping the enzyme for large enough f DNA ) but it cannot reverse the direction of motion of the complex down DNA in the way a load force applied directly to the enzyme might be expected to. This type of dependence of SMC translocation on f DNA -translocation quenching but without reversal -is perhaps the clearest hallmark of this type of loop-capture model.
IV. DNA LOOP EXTRUSION
Above we have shown that a loop-capture mechanism is thermodynamically capable of generating translocation of SMC complexes along a thermally fluctuating DNA molecule.
It has been proposed that SMC complexes are capable of "extruding" loops of DNA, for example by the pushing apart of two motile elements [3, 48] , and recent single-molecule experiments have observed such behavior [23] . We now discuss a few ways whereby the model of Sec. II could be involved in active DNA loop extrusion.
A. Two-translocator model
The first possibility is that two translocators of the type described in Sec. II could be physically linked together (Fig. 6a ) so as to have a DNA loop pushed out. To have loop extrusion, the two translocators must be loaded in a specific orientation. However, if the DNA is topologically entrapped inside the protein "ring" of each translocator, the orientations of the two translocators will be preserved following the initial "loading". For this model, the velocity of loop extrusion is the sum of the translocation velocities of the two translocators, or in terms of the translocation velocity of Eq. 14, v loop−extrusion = 2v.
B. Model for loop extrusion by a single translocator
A second possibility is that a DNA loop could be extruded by a single translocator of the type described in Sec. II (Fig. 6b) [24] . This requires only a slight variation on the translocator model; instead of trapping just one DNA in the lower compartment (Fig. 4 , state 0 and 1), we suppose that two DNAs (for instance, the base of a DNA loop) can be trapped (Fig. 6b, state 0) . Starting from state 0, a small DNA loop is captured as before in the upper compartment (Fig. 6b, state 1) , and then ATP hydrolysis merges the two compartments, allowing transfer of the length in the smaller (upper) DNA loop into the larger (lower) DNA loop. The reaction model for this single-translocator loop-extrusion process is just the same as for translocation (Eq. 14), i.e., v loop−extrusion = v.
The model as shown in Fig. 6b moves the upper DNA strand through the lower compartment, but the lower strand stays bound to the protein through the cycle. If iterated, this reaction will extrude a loop, but in an asymmetric manner, with one loop boundary site permanently bound. However, with two DNAs bound in close proximity in the lower compartment, it is likely that they will exchange binding sites periodically (likely rapidly given the high effective concentration of DNA within the lower compartment [49] ), which will result in symmetric loop extrusion, still with the loop extrusion velocity equal to the DNA translocation velocity, or v loop−extrusion = v.
C. Asymmetric single-translocator model with permanently bound DNA
A variation of the single-translocator model might be one where a flanking DNA is bound to the exterior of the SMC protein loops through the entire reaction cycle (Fig. 6c) , for example via the DNA binding sites located at the walls of the lower compartment in condensin and SMC5/6 [29, 30] . If so, then translocation to the left would result in asymmetric loop extrusion, as has been observed for yeast condensin [23] . While this model provides a simple explanation for how SMC translocation can result in DNA looping, asymmetric loop extrusion is likely to perform poorly in chromosome compaction as it will tend to leave stretches of uncompacted DNA [18] .
V. DISCUSSION
We have presented a quantitative statistical-mechanical kinetic model for SMC complexes based on structural and catalytic information for the B. subtilis bsSMC complex (Fig. 2) .
Our model follows the DNA loop-capture/protein conformational change scheme proposed in Ref. [24] (Fig. 3 and 4) , and our theoretical analysis now shows how it can generate translocation (and loop extrusion) in reasonable accord with available experimental information.
Although our model contains a number of parameters, we have chosen rather natural values for them, with the result that essentially the translocation involves DNA-tension-dependent steps of from 50 nm to 150 nm in size, with a choking off of translocation for DNA tensions exceeeding f DNA ≈ 1 pN (Fig. 5b) .
A. DNA substrate-tension f DNA dependence of SMC translocation velocity A key feature of our model is its dependence of translocation velocity on tension in the DNA 'track' that the SMC is moving along: this is unique for a molecular motor (note that myosins are not sensitive to the tension in their F-actin tracks): this reflects the essential dependence of the mechanism of our model on DNA looping, which is of course quenched by DNA tensions exceeding the pN scale [46] . Our model is an example of a novel molecular motor system, for which translocation essentially depends on bending and consequent looping of the track itself.
We emphasize that this dependence of translocation on substrate tension provides an important experimental test of the model: tension in a DNA of more than a few pN should stop SMC translocation. Recently translocation of yeast condensin has been observed along DNA molecules under some tension [22] , but in that experiment the applied tension was not known (however it was likely less than 1 pN). Experiments observing compaction of DNA by various types of SMC complexes have observed compaction reactions which are stalled by forces exceeding roughly 1 pN [31] [32] [33] [34] 50] , also suggestive of a loop-capture mechanism.
However, as this paper was in preparation, quenching of loop extrusion by DNA tension ≈ 1 pN was reported for yeast condensin, providing good evidence for a DNA-loop-capture mechanism underlying DNA translocation by that enzyme complex [23] .
If this relatively low (≈ 1 pN) stall force (small relative to the multi-pN stall forces of common motors like kinesins and myosins) does turn out to be a general feature of DNAtranslocating SMCs, one might ask why such a "weak" motor system has been selected to play key roles in chromosome dynamics. One reason is likely that ≈ 1 pN forces are high enough to extend and transport DNA (and to bias strand transfer by type-II topoisomerases), but low enough to not significantly disturb transcription factors and DNA packaging factors non-covalently bound to the double helix [51] [52] [53] . Thus "weak" SMCs offer the feature that they can reorganize DNA without disturbing patterns of gene expression or ≈ 10 nm-scale DNA packaging machinery. Another way to look at the force scale for SMC stalling is that it is tuned so that SMCs act on DNA organization at relatively large (roughly DNA/chromatin persistence length and larger, or > 10 nm) length scales.
B. Load force f load and SMC translocation velocity
The substrate tension is to be distinguished from a load force applied to the SMC complex, which directly acts against translocation (Fig. 5a inset) . Substrate tension is not able to push an SMC complex backwards, hence the quenching of the forward velocity (Fig. 5b) .
In contrast, a load force can slow the enzyme to zero velocity and even push it backwards, essentially by forcing the enzyme to unbind from its DNA substrate (Fig. 5d) .
For the parameters we have chosen, the zero-velocity point is reached at a load force of about 3.5 pN (Fig. 5d) , but this will undoubtedly be a rather complicated story as this is dependent on the details of the binding of SMC to the DNA double helix through the enzyme reaction cycle. Still, we expect the basic distinction between response to substrate tension (no reversal at large forces) and load force (reversal at large forces). shown in Figs. 5b and 5d to remain, whatever the details are of these curves.
We note that in DNA compaction assays against applied force [23, [31] [32] [33] [34] (Fig. 7a ) the applied force acts as both substrate tension and as a load force (the load force most likely being a fraction of the substrate tension) potentially complicating the interpretation of such experiments. Experiments of the sort of Ref. [22] studying translocation as a function of substrate tension, with a separately controlled load force (for example through attachment of a handle directly to the translocating SMC to apply a load directly) could decouple these two control parameters (as sketched in Fig. 5a ).
C. Further refinements of the model
Two steps of the proposed reaction scheme may critically rely on exquisitely balanced SMC-DNA interactions. First, the formation of DNA loops to be captured by SMC is ratelimiting at high DNA tension in the simplest version of our DNA-segment-capture model (Fig. 5d) . However, SMC may facilitate DNA looping as well, for example by stabilizing early intermediates of the DNA looping reaction via specific SMC-DNA contacts. If so, then passing through the transition state may require only a reduced level of DNA bending rather than full looping, which could significantly reduce the energy barrier for the transition from states 1 to 2.
Conceivably, SMC may locally 'melt' (strand-separate) a segment of the DNA double helix by binding single-stranded DNA and thus favour strong DNA curvatures [54] (bsSMC has long been known to bind ssDNA rather well without a clearly understood function).
SMCs may also rely on other cellular proteins (such as the bacterial DNA-bending protein HU or nucleosomes) to generate strongly bent DNA in vivo. In our model, the quantities φ and D can be used to roughly take these phenomena into account, by reducing the energy barrier to loop formation (our choices of the DNA bending-energy parameter D and the forward/reverse rate-splitting parameter φ consider a completely unconstrained loop, with the effect of DNA bending free energy split equally between forward and reverse rates). For small φ or D values, the energy cost for the formation of a DNA loop is reduced, speeding up SMC translocation especially for larger DNA tensions (> 1 pN) .
A second critical step of the model is the return of the ADP-bound state (Fig. 4, state 3) to the apo state (0) by the closure of the upper compartment and the transfer of the DNA double helix from the top of the upper compartment all the way into the lower compartment.
Zipping up of the Smc arms must preferentially initiate at the top end and happen quickly so that loss of translocated DNA by free sliding through the closing upper compartment is limited. Alternatively, the DNA transfer may occur in discrete steps with DNA being fixed at each step via specific SMC-DNA contacts. We envision that this transition is critically dependent on properly folded Smc arms and blocked by Smc arms with aberrant lengths or local flexibility [42] .
D. Application of the model to different types of SMC complexes
We have focused on bsSMC in this paper since we have more information about structural, enzymatic and in vivo function than any other SMC complex. However, we anticipate that our model will be applicable to other SMC complexes, be they eukaryote, bacterial, or archaeal. We now discuss some details of how our model might apply to specific types of SMC complexes.
Eukaryotic condensin.
Eukaryotic condensin, at present, is thought to be loaded essentially randomly onto DNA (without specific binding sites), and then to subsequently act to compact DNA. The most simple way for this to occur is by binding, and then loop extrusion ( Fig. 7b; note that the enzyme shown might be one or two SMCs as discussed in Sec. IV). If multiple extruders bind, they can 'stack up' to produce more robust compacted loops [3, 18, 19] .
A recent experiment has observed translocation of yeast condensin along DNA, with a velocity of roughly 100 bp/sec [22] ; that experiment did not look at the translocation velocity dependence on DNA tension but it is likely that the tension in the end-tethered DNAs used was less than 1 pN, making the result consistent with our model (Fig. 5b) .
Single-DNA experiments studying compaction against force see a stalling of compaction for DNA tensions in the ≈ 1 to 2 pN range [31, 34] , with a distribution of steps in the 50-250 nm range, also consistent with the results of our model (Fig. 5d) . Additional experiments have directly observed one-sided loop extrusion, with stalling observed for DNA tensions in the pN range [23] . Future experiments might try to disentangle DNA tension and load force dependence of translocation and loop extrusion, which show somewhat different behaviors in our model. 
Eukaryotic cohesin.
Eukaryotic cohesin plays at least two distinct roles in genome organization. First, it acts to hold sister chromatids together during mitosis, and is degraded by a specific protease to allow sister chromatid segregation to occur. This activity is specific for cohesin and it is unclear whether it is at all related to SMC translocation or DNA loop extrusion discussed in this paper [58] .
A second, more canonical function of cohesin is to compact and organize DNA during interphase and in mitosis and meiosis, presumably via DNA loop extrusion. Cohesin is involved in the formation of topologically isolated chromosomal domains (TADs), which are thought to control gene expression at long distances by restricting or promoting enhancer/promoter interactions. In vertebrates, the two boarders of a TAD are frequently defined by a pair of convergent CTCF binding sites. The precision of selection of orientation of CTCF sites at long distances observed in Hi-C experiments very strongly suggests a mechanism based on processive 'tracking' or 'sliding' with CTCF acting as orientation-dependent barrier for cohesin translocation (Fig. 7c) [20, 21] . The loading of cohesin onto DNA appears to be somewhat more complicated than for condensin, and is dependent on well-characterized 'loading factors' which are necessary for ATP-dependent loading of cohesin onto DNA [36] .
Unloading of cohesin from DNA involves another protein, Wapl [59] Once loaded, cohesin has been observed to diffusively slide on DNA in vitro [60, 61] but not to undergo clear directed translocations in the way recently observed for yeast condensin.
Given the long distances apparently covered by cohesin during enhancer-promoter loop formation [20, 21] there is the question of whether diffusion along DNA can transport cohesin complexes sufficiently rapidly (i.e. so as to reach its destination in a single cell cycle). A key open question is whether cohesin moves along DNA itself (e.g., via a motor mechanism similar to that discussed in this paper), whether whether it undergoes directed motion by being 'pushed' by other DNA-motile factors, or whether it simply diffuses.
In conclusion cohesin is a case of an SMC complex with factors regulating its loading and unloading (Fig. 7c) , with the capacity to translocate rather large distances along DNA between those events. We note that the Smc1/3 heterodimer alone has been observed to be able to trap DNA loops of 150 nm size, of a specific chirality [33] , as might be expected based on our loop-trapping translocator model (Fig. 4) . If cohesin proves to not itself be a DNA motor, understanding why it does not have this function, while structurally similar condensin does, will be illuminating to understand.
Bacterial SMC complexes.
This paper has extensively relied on the large amount of structural and functional data available for the bsSMC complex from Bacillus subtilis [24] . Single-molecule experiments on bsSMC [50] have indicated an ATP-stimulated (but ATP-hydrolysis-independent) com- In the cell, we know that most bsSMC is initially loaded near the chromosomal origin of replication, with the help of the ParB protein which associates with the parS DNA sequence [16, 17, 62] . It then appears to translocate along DNA, holding the two halves (the two 'replichores', Fig. 7d ) of the circular chromosome together [16, 17] , with a translocation velocity of approximately 1 kb/sec.
The high apparent velocity of bsSMC could be achieved by the mechanism of this paper by small-loop capture at about 3 cycles per second (100 nm contains 300 bp), or perhaps with less frequent transfer of compacted DNA structures (nucleoid-associated-protein-folded DNA or small supercoiled DNA structures) through the SMC loop.
The MukBEF complex supports sister chromosome segregation in E. coli, possibly by establishing long-range DNA contacts as other SMC complexes do. There is a long history of observations of anucleate phenotypes associated with mutations in MukBEF [63] , and recent in vivo observations suggest that the complex operates as a dimer of SMC complexes, and then forms clusters that compact and organize the bacterial chromosome [64] . As for eukaryote condensin, no specific loading factor for MukBEF has been identified (E. coli lack ParB and parS), implying that DNA loop extrusion would initiate at random positions.
MukBEF complexes, however, localize in sub-cellular clusters, which are usually found near the replication origins [65] . Like CTCF in the case of cohesin, replication origins might act as barriers for MukBEF translocation and thus accumulate (Fig. 7e) .
Single-molecule experiments on MukBEF have observed DNA compaction against forces of up to approximately 1 pN, but as observed for bsSMC, but without strong (on-off) ATP dependence [32] , rather like what has been observed for bsSMC [50] . In addition, MukBEF has been observed to be able to "cross-link" separate double helices [66] . No experiment has yet directly observed clearly ATP-dependent DNA compaction, ATP-dependent translocation, or ATP-dependent loop extrusion by any bacterial SMC complex.
Eukaryotic Smc5/6.
The cellular functions of Smc5/6 are related to DNA double strand break repair, the resolution of sister DNA junctions during cell division and the control of DNA topology during DNA replication. The molecular mechanisms are poorly understood and the involvement of DNA loop extrusion is unclear. However, the structural similarities with other SMC com-plexes strongly suggest shared activities, and an ATP-dependent DNA-linking function has been observed in vitro [67] . Conceivably, the process of DNA loop extrusion might be used to identify and locate DNA junctions for repair and resolution (Fig. 7f) .
Curiously, the Smc5 and Smc6 coiled coil arms are significantly shorter than the arms of other SMC proteins [42] . Our analysis predicts that the translocation by short-arm SMC complexes might be somewhat more robust on stretched DNA. If so, then Smc5/6 complexes may have evolved to specifically deal with DNA under tension, potentially found near replication forks and during DNA repair.
E. Open questions
Many basic questions about SMC complexes remain unanswered. We have proposed a model for the translocation of SMC complexes on DNA, and it is by no means clear that all SMC complexes translocate on DNA. Possibly, translocation of some SMC complexes is regulated or driven by other proteins, as may be the case for cohesin. Single-molecule approaches can provide direct observation of translocation [22] and loop-extrusion [23] k P / / " % 1 (f) Eukaryotic Smc5/6: translocation of the complexes may lead to their co-localization at DNA junctions resulting from DNA recombination or incomplete DNA replication.
